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The paper is suitable for NHESS. Unfortunately is not acceptable in present form.
There are the following main deficiencies:

1) Introduction should partially enlarged for a better and specific presentation of debris-
flow phenomena (see below). 2) Section 3 is not clear: authors should explain the
method or model they used. There is no connection between 3.1 and 3.2. Moreover,
the presentation of the RF model is not clear. 3) Section 4. The procedure should be
introduced at the beginning: at first evaluation of the training data set and after that of
the remaining data set. Moreover, there is some confusion on the presentation of data
analysis (e.g. see the comment to lines 252-253). 4) Section 5. All the assumptions
claimed by the authors should be supported by results shown at the previous section.
Otherwise, all this section is thin air. In other words, each assumption should be justi-
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fied by the findings of the previous section. 5) English form is not always acceptable

Introduction

The writer suggests a brief characterization of debris flows based on the triggering
mechanisms and conditions to explain the phenomenon and avoid confusion, as that
below: Most of debris flows are runoff generated (Imaizumi et al. 2006; Coe et al.,
2008, Gregoretti & Dalla Fontana, Ma et al., 2018). In many cases they occur on a
channel bed for the entrainment into abundant runoff of debris supplied by deep or
shallow slides of slopes incised by the channel. (Theule et al. (2012), Hurlimann et
al. (2014), Imaizumi et al. 2019, Zhou et al.,. 2019; Simoni et al., 2020). Conversely,
landslide or natural dam failure that evolve into a debris flow (Iverson et al., ; Kean et
al., 2013) are not frequent. Moreover, it is not clear the way the potential relationship
between debris flow and landslide is approached through the separated susceptibility
analysis: some concise information could help the reader.

Other spotted errors and comments are as follows:

Line 75 perhaps “surface” instead of “area”

Line 82 “Three types of lithology were mainly observed” rather than “There were three
common lithology observed”

Line 85 “Main common disasters in the study area mainly consist” instead of “The
disasters in the study area mainly consist”

Lines 104-105 “The geometry of debris flow is better represented by a polygon or a set
of polygons in vector format” Which is the sense of such a sentence? Authors should
explain, as in the case of landslide which typology of unit is preferable for debris flow.

Line 115: Moreover, before availability

Lines 114-116 “The occurrence of debris flow emphasizes the indispensability of prove-
nience, topography and triggering factors. Availability, reliability, and practicality of the
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factor data were also considered (van Westen et al., 2008).” Such period should be
postponed to that at lines 116-119.

Line 122: elevation of what?

Line 124: Figure 5 concerns landslide. The figure 6 concerning debris flow should be
also added. The writer suggests to distinguish the reference to these two figures by
means of the phenomenon.

Line 126 please separate the controlling factors concerning landslide from those con-
cerning debris flows.

Line 127 Why do the authors use reclassify and not classify?

Line 128: the proximity of roads, rivers rather than roads, river. . ..Therefore the dis-
tance from roads, river was classified . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...

Lines 137-138 “Considering the correlation between the two controlling factors, basin
area and main channel length are represented by the same graph, which was reclas-
sified into four classes (Fig.6h).” unclear sentence.

Line 148 “Totally 18 factors are obtained by processing the row data in the Ar-
cGIS 10.2 platform.” Perhaps the values of 18 controlling factors were classified by
processing. . .. . .

Line 149 The DEM size, 30 m seems too large. The author should justify it. Please
consider that Boreggio et al. (2018) suggested the use of 1 m grid size.

Line 153 “under study as a reference.” Unclear expression.

Lines 157-158 “data set” rather than “set”

Lines 159-161 The partition of landslide inventory is approached . . .. . .. . .. among them
that of one time random selection () is the most used.

Lines 179-180 “RF uses the bagging technique (bootstrap aggregation) to select, at
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each node of the tree, random samples of variables and observations as the training
data set for model calibration.” Unclear sentence

Lines 186-194. Unclear period.

Line 197 “training data set” rather than “training set”

Line 198 “of for”????

Line 199 “ with a sensitivity value”

Line 203 “for models” ??????

Line 206 Values of 88.69 and 86.05 % are claimed for sensitivity and specificity respec-
tively. Why at the previous lines the values are 91.62 and 89.96%? Please explain

Line 207 “with a value”

Line 208 “training model”???? perhaps it is training dataset

Line 214 delete “reached 179”

Lines 215, 216, 231 what does relate the percentage? The total number of units?
Please specify

Line 219 “were” instead of “was”

Line 230 delete “reached to 26”

Line 235 which is the sense of the following sentence? “which has significant influence
on the occurrence of debris flow”

Line 236 substitute “which are” with “:”

Figure 8. The writer suggests the use of the same colours for both the susceptibility
maps

Lines 249-251 “There are 23 watershed units belonging to high-class in the debris
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flow susceptibility zoning map (Fig.8), of which 17 units are covered with high or very
high-class slope units in the landslide zoning map (Table 5).” 1) it is better substitute
“are covered” with “correspond to high or very high-class” Moreover, add the following
sentence: “Therefore, there are 6 units that does not overlap (about 26%).”

Line 251 about the 4 watershed units: do the belong to the 6 watershed units with no
high or very-high slope units?

Lines 252-253 which susceptibility maps do belong the 19 high and very-high class
watershed units (19)

Line 269 which two models?

Lines 313-314 “has been little used until now for susceptibility analysis of landslide and
debris flows ” instead of “has less application in landslide and debris flow analysis”

Line 322 “from the concept” unclear expression

Lines 326-329 this period should be summarized in a more concise and clear form

Line 338 Where the relationship between landslide and debris flow is illustrated?

Lines 348-349 “The fact that the appropriate prediction method and mapping units
applied to the two disasters makes it possible to merge the two zoning maps” Which
appropriate prediction method? Which is sense of this sentence?

Line 359 “models based on random forest “ if the authors mean “based on RF models”
the expression is unclear (see lines 197; 241). This ambiguity is elsewhere present in
the submitted manuscript.

Points 2 and 3 of the conclusion could be merged in a unique one. This point should
begin after explaining that there is no potential relationship between the occurrence of
the two considered phenomena. After that, the authors could explain the reasons in
2.1. and 2.2 corresponding to the points 2 and 3 of the submitted work.
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